We determined to have some sterlets, which were procured with great difficulty, and the manager was so pleased when he received them that he brought them in alive in a basket, out of which they jumped, to our amusement and to the astonishment of those who were in the restaurant, when he produced them for our inspection. They are about 18 to 20 inches in length with flat heads, and resemble a dagger in shape. The attendance at the hotels, and especially at the restaurants, is exceptionally good, the waiters at the latter being attired in bright-coloured or white silk blouses, or shirts with a band or belt, which costumes give a pretty effect to the salon. The Russian cooking is certainly preferable in our opinion to that of the French, and so far as the living is concerned there is little left to wish for ; the Russian hotels outside St. Petersburg, however, leave much to be desired.
At Moscow the hotels are not nearly as good as the two above referred to, and visitors would be well advised to choose the ''Dussaux" rather than the larger and[more pretentious establishment, the " Slavianski Bazaar."
The chief restaurant at St. Petersburg is the " Palkin Fraktir," which has a great reputation, which it is thoroughly entitled to. Visitors to Moscow would be well advised to take their meals at arestaurant rather than at hotels, the "Ermitage " ?and the "Bolshoi Moscovski" being the best. The former is said to have the best cuisine, and visitors will find that every thingisnot only well cooked butwell served. These restaurants have large organs, played by clockwork, a list of music being presented to the guests, who can select their own pieces. It was strange to see two waiters winding up the organ and changing the key-boards, which are several feet in length and apparently very heavy. They present a striking appearance, as the shapes of all sorts of instruments are represented by the pipes, which are seen through the glass panels of the cases which contain the organ. The music is very good, and adds much to the comfort and enjoyment of the diners. There is a fixed tariff, but it is often difficult to order a dinner, or, at any rate, to change a dish during its course, as probably none of the waiters will understand any language except Russian, and the manager is not usually come-at-able when once the orders have been given.
( To be continued.)
